City Folk
English Country Dance and the Politics of the Folk in Modern America

daniel j. walkowitz

“Walkowitz brings the joy of a dancer together with the analytical acuity of a scholar to create a fascinating picture of how English Country Dance reflected the shifting terrain of twentieth-century liberalism.” —lizabeth Cohen, author of A Consumers’ Republic
$35.00 cloth / 20 illustrations / NYU Series in Social and Cultural Analysis

The Struggles of John Brown Russwurm
The Life and Writings of a Pan-Africanist Pioneer, 1799-1851

Winston James

“This is the most authoritative scholarly introduction so far to the life of John Russwurm, that enigmatic founder of black nationalism, and the most accessible sampling of his works. Professor James has performed a service to the profession.” —wilson J. Moses, author of The Golden Age of Black Nationalism, 1850-1925.
$22.00 paper / 7 figures, 3 maps

The Young Lords
A Reader

edited by Darrel Enck-Wanzer, foreword by Iris Morales and Denise Oliver-Velez

“This carefully assembled collection promises to the documentary sourcebook on the Young Lords Party for years to come.” —Juan Flores, New York University
$26.00 paper / 21 illustrations

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Tales for Little Rebels
A Collection of Radical Children’s Literature

edited by Julia L. Mickenberg and Philip Nel, foreword by Jack Zipes

“As Mickenberg and Nel document in Tales for Little Rebels, Marxist principles have been dripping steadily into the minds of American youth for more than a century.” —The New York Times Book Review
$24.95 paper / 100 illustrations / 8 x 11

The Historians’ Paradox
The Study of History in Our Time

Peter Charles Hoffer

“A rattlingly good read….I strongly recommend[ed]….in any teaching context where students of history are being asked to reflect philosophically upon the nature of their subject.” —American Historical Review
$22.00 paper

We Remember with Reverence and Love
American Jews and the Myth of Silence after the Holocaust, 1945-1962

Hasia R. Diner

Winner of the 2009 National Jewish Book Award in American Jewish Studies

“Diner’s worthy, innovative, diligently researched work should spark controversy and meaningful dialogue among Holocaust scholars and in the Jewish community.” —Publishers Weekly
$23.00 paper / 26 illustrations / The Goldstein-Goren Series in American Jewish History
Earth into Property
Colonization, Decolonization, and Capitalism
The Bowl with One Spoon, Volume Two
Anthony J. Hall
978-0-7735-3122-2 $34.95 paper  |  978-0-7735-3121-5 $125.00 cloth

Praise for The American Empire and the Fourth World:
"I cannot overstate the importance of this book, an overflowing tool box, filled with little-known stories, legal arguments, and fresh ideas that, if used properly, could change the world." - Naomi Klein

The Empire Within
Postcolonial Thought and Political Activism
in Sixties Montreal
Sean Mills
978-0-7735-3695-1 $29.95 paper  |  978-0-7735-3683-8 $95.00 cloth

"In this path-breaking book, Montreal assumes its rightful place as a central site of North American radicalism during the long Sixties. It is essential reading for US historians seeking to break free from the shell of 'national' history and posit New Leftism as an Atlantic and hemispheric phenomenon." - Van Basse, author of Rethinking the New Left: An Interpretative History.
The Social Science History Association (SSHA) is a coalition of distinctive scholarly communities with a shared interest in social life and theory, historiography, and historical and social-scientific methodologies.

The SSHA’s journal, *Social Science History*, seeks to advance the study of the past by publishing research that appeals to an interdisciplinary audience.

Douglas L. Anderton, editor

The benefits of membership include

- a reduced rate for the annual conference
- a one-year print subscription to *Social Science History* (four issues)
- online access to *Social Science History* content from 2000 to the present

Become a member of the SSHA today!

Individuals, $70
Students, $25 (photocopy of valid student ID required)

*Additional postage fees apply for international orders.*

To join the SSHA, please visit dukeupress.edu/ssha.